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THEME: Agricultural and Resource Dimensions of Global Environmental Change

The Agricultural and Resource Economics Review will publish papers on the theme “Agricultural and Resource Dimensions of Global Environmental Change” as a special section of its Spring 1999 issue. The agricultural and natural resource sectors of the economy will be impacted by and will contribute to environmental change. Thus, both impact assessment and contribution papers are relevant. In the papers, authors are expected to identify and examine issues, policies, and/or research methods of interest to global environmental change. Idea papers are welcome, as is theoretical and empirical work. Papers will be subject to blind review. There will be page charges on published articles.

General areas that might be addressed by author(s) include identification and measurement of emerging environmental change issues, evaluation of mitigation policies, analysis of linkages and tradeoffs between environmental quality goals and international, national, regional, state, or community economic growth and development.

Specific paper topics on environmental change could include (but are not limited to) climate change issues; air, water, and soil quality issues; land use change; ecosystem preservation; waste disposal; international environmental treaties; transportation and energy use policies; and economics of crop distribution and yield changes.

Four copies of each manuscript should be submitted with a postmark on or before October 1, 1998, to:

Harry M. Kaiser, Incoming Editor, ARER
Department of Agricultural Economics
349 Warren Hall
Cornell University
Ithaca, NY 14853-7801

Submissions by electronic mail to hmk2@cornell.edu on or before October 1, 1998, will also be accepted. Manuscripts should be sent as an attachment in either Microsoft Word or WordPerfect format.